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Making homemade beer is quite simple 
and gives great satisfaction!

Find out how easy it is by watching our tutorial, 
scan the qr code

or visit our youtube page 
https://www.youtube.com/user/FerrariGroupSrl

You should know that a kit normally produces about 23 liters of beer and that you 
will need some accessories not included in our kits: a can opener, a pot, granulated 
sugar and obviously your favorite malt.
Before starting, we suggest you read the following instructions: besides 
accompanying you in the production of your homemade beer, we will give you 
precious suggestions and the result will be guaranteed! These instructions refer 
to the use of kits with the main Coopers malts. The use of malts with different 
characteristics may require a different recipe which is usually indicated on the label 
or on the can of the malt itself.

1. SANITIZATION
One of the secrets to make a good beer is to pay the right attention to hygiene. 
Do not underestimate this process because eliminating any form of external 
contamination is fundamental, otherwise you risk to infect your beverage with 
bacteria and yeasts that will give it unwanted flavors and aromas. 
After having washed all accessories with warm water, dissolve 2 teaspoons of 
metabisulfite in cold water and let this solution act 5 to 10 minutes on all accessories, 
bottles included. Rinse well with water and dry.

HERE WE GO... HAVE FUN!

A

Choose from selections by Coopers, 
the world’s largest producer of home brewing malts. 

Only natural ingredients to produce high quality craft beers!
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3. WORT PREPARATION
Remove the plastic lid and the yeast packet, which you will set aside for the time 
being, from the malting jar (F). Immerse the unopened package in boiling water, 
with the heat off, for 10 minutes. Then open the jar with a can opener and pour the 
contents into the fermenter.
Add 2 liters of still hot water that you have boiled separately. 
To empty the jar completely, use the shovel (G) and help yourself to some hot water.

2. ASSEMBLY
Insert the tap (B) in the appropriate hole of the fermenter. 
Place the gasket (C) on the outside and fix it by screwing the ring nut on the inside; 
if the kit also contains the anti-sediment (D) insert it in the internal hole of the tap.
If you have chosen a kit with a fermenter and a container, repeat the operation.
Place the adhesive liquid crystal thermometer (E) on the outside of the fermenter, 
at about half height.

F

G

4. MIXING
Add 1kg of caster sugar and mix thoroughly for 2-3 minutes with the paddle. 
Once the ingredients are well blended, pour cold water into the fermenter until it 
reaches the 23 liter mark. Stir vigorously: this will oxygenate the wort and speed up 
the activation of the yeast that you will be adding later.

23 L

1 kg

Tips 
& 

Tricks

Go to:
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5. INITIAL DENSITY MEASUREMENT
Use the faucet to fill almost completely the cylinder (H), insert the densimeter (I) 
inside and let it float: when it reaches the balance point take the reading.
Take note of the value found, it will be used to calculate the final alcohol by volume.
Do not pour the sample in the fermenter as it could infect the wort. 

6. ADDITION OF YEAST
Check the temperature of the wort with a thermometer: if it is above 24°C, close the 
lid and wait for it to cool down or immerse the container in cold water; a wort that is 
too hot can kill the yeast cells.
If the temperature is between 18 and 24 °C you can inoculate the yeast: open the 
bag and spread evenly on the surface. 
Close the fermenter with the lid and place the bubbler (L) on top; moisten the 
gasket to facilitate insertion.
Pour some water into the bubbler.
Make sure the lid is closed tightly and place the fermenter in a fixed location until 
bottling. The ideal ambient temperature is between 19 and 25 °C.
After a few hours (12-24) you will see the water bubbling: 
fermentation has begun!

+24° 18/24°
half 
water

H

I

L

12/24 hours
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7. VERIFICATION OF FERMENTATION 
AND MEASUREMENT OF FINAL DENSITY

The process will be complete after 5-10 days if the temperature will be kept around 
22°C. At lower temperature it will take a few more days; vice versa at higher 
temperature it will be faster. Anyway don’t be in a hurry to bottle!
When you will notice a decrease in bubbling (after about 7 days) lift the lid slightly or 
gently remove the bubbler, slowly open the tap and pour the beer into the cylinder; 
immerse the densimeter and measure the value. Repeat this operation in the 
following 2-3 days, remembering to note down the density: when it will remain 
stable your beer is ready to be bottled. If instead the value is not constant wait a 
few days, taking care to close the container.
We thought to simplify this step by indicating with the term “bottle” on the densimeter 
when the density value is the right one to bottle.
Also in this case remember not to pour the sample in the fermenter as it could infect 
the wort.

Besides indicating when the fermentation is finished, the density reading can 
be used to calculate the final alcohol content.

To calculate the ABV (Alcohol By Volume) use this formula:

ABV = 

± 7 days Bottle

Density Initial – Density Final For 
example =

1.040 - 1.003
7,45 7,45

4,96% alcol

Percentage of alcohol by volume
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8.2 RACKING INTO THE CONTAINER 
AND PRIMING
Thanks to this racking you will obtain a 
clearer beer, with an attenuated yeast 
smell.
Remove the bubbler and open the lid, 
hook the hose (O) (previously washed 
and sanitized with metabisulfite) to the 
tap and pour the wort into the container 
(P) that you have placed below the 
fermenter.
The transfer must be done with extreme 
care taking care to splash the liquid as 
little as possible. Splashing will introduce 
oxygen which can spoil the final flavor of 
the beer and import unwanted bacteria. 
In order to prevent this from happening, 
place the end of the tube at the bottom of 
the container to be filled and always keep 
it well immersed.
Once the transfer is completed, dissolve 
the required quantity of sugar (5-6 grams 
per liter) in about 250 ml of water and 
pour it in the container. Stir and proceed 
with bottling.

IF YOU HAVE A KIT WITH A SINGLE FERMENTER:

IF YOU HAVE A KIT WITH A FERMENTER AND A CONTAINER:

8.1 PRIMING
Clean every bottle with the proper brush (M) in order to remove any sediment or 
other debris, then sanitize with metabisulphite and rinse.
Carbonation, or priming, gives sparkle and body to beer and it simply consists in 
adding sugar, specifically 6 g/L. In order to calculate the quantity needed, use the 
proper doser (N): fill the measuring cup with sugar according to the liter of the bottle 
and pour it inside the bottle before proceeding with bottling.

NM

Go to step 9

Go to step 9

O

P

Tips 
& 

Tricks

Go to:
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9. BOTTLING
Before bottling, clean each bottle with the bottle brush (M) to remove any sediment 
or other debris, then sanitize with metabisulfite and rinse. 
Remove the bubbler and open the lid, hook the decanter (O) (previously washed 
and sanitized) to the tap (B) and pour into the bottle until it touches the bottom. 
With a slight pressure the beer will start flowing, filling from the bottom and therefore 
generating little foam. Leave about 3 cm of empty space between the liquid and the 
mouth of the bottle.
If you have a KIT WITH ONLY ONE FERMENTER, bottle directly from the tap: 
open the lever gently and tilt the bottle as shown in the picture in order to avoid the 
production of too much foam.
If you have a KIT WITH A FERMENTER AND A CONTAINER: you can use the 
flexible hose as an “extension”: connect it from the tap to the rigid decanter and you 
can fill your bottles more easily!

Tips 
& 

Tricks

Go to:

Use caps of good quality, even better if with bidule as they have a greater seal, and 
above all make sure to cap well otherwise you risk to frustrate all your work! 
Depending on the kit you have chosen, use the two-lever (Q) or the hammer (R) capper.

We advise you 
to apply a label to identify 

your beer, noting the name, style, 
alcohol content and volume.

O

B

KIT WITH A FERMENTER 
AND A CONTAINER:

KIT WITH A SINGLE 
FERMENTER:
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10. MATURATION AND STORAGE
Place the bottles vertically at a temperature between 18 and 24 °C 
for about 20 days.
At this point your beer is ready!
A further aging of 1-2 months will significantly improve the taste, obtaining excellent 
results between the following 3 and 6 months. Remember to consume it preferably 
within 24 months from the bottling date and to keep it in a cool and dry place and 
away from sunlight.
Deposits which form in the bottom of the bottle are due to natural fermentation and 
are totally harmless. In order to prevent beer from getting too cloudy, we suggest 
you to keep bottles in an upright position in the refrigerator for some hours and 
slowly pour the content in a pitcher or in a glass just before serving.

Now it’s time to enjoy your favorite beer. Cheers! 

18/24°

20 days
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Malt, water, sugar, yeast are nothing but a magic formula that will give every time 
a different and unique result, just like your beer! In the following table you will find 
some indications that will help you choose the taste you were looking for:

LEGEND:
ABV (Alcohol by Volume): 
alcoholic strength (go to point 7 for the formula used to calculate this value)

EBC (European Brewers’ Convention): scale used to measure the color of beer:

IBU (International Bitterness Units): 
the international scale used to measure the bitterness of a beer.

COLOR Very 
Clear Golden Light 

Amber
Dark 

Amber Dark Black

EBC SCALE 40>90 100>150 160>350 360>450 460>1000 >1000

Code Quality Weight Sugar 
for wort Priming Estimated 

ABV EBC IBU

45000 LAGER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 2,8-4,2% 75 390
45020 DRAUGHT 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-6% 130 420
45040 REAL ALE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 5-7,5% 230 560
45050 DARK ALE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-7% 650 590
45010 STOUT 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-14% 1800 710

45220 MEXICAN CERVEZA 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 3-4,6% 53 325

45200 CANADIAN 
BLONDE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 6-7,5% 55 420

45210 AUSTRALIAN 
PALE ALE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 5-7,5% 90 340

45300 EUROPEAN LAGER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 3-4,6% 90 340

45030 ENGLISH BITTER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 3,2-6% 420 620

45110 IRISH STOUT 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-14% 1650 560

45095 86 DAYS PILSNER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4,2-6% 55 490

45165 GOLDEN CROWN 
LAGER 1,7 kg 2 kg 5-6 g/L 2,8-4,2% 75 390

45075 PREACHER'S HEFE 
WHEAT 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-6% 65 340

45195 INNKEEPER'S 
DAUGHTER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 2,8-4,5% 90 610

45140 BOOTMAKER 
PALE ALE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-6% 130 560

45065 BREW A IPA 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 5-7,5% 230 830

45130 FAMILY SECRET 
AMBER ALE 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4,5-11% 420 500

45160 DEVIL'S HALF 
RUBY PORTER 1,7 kg 1 kg 5-6 g/L 4-14% 650 590

TASTE TABLE
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Tips 
& 

Tricks

MIXING (point 4)

The basic recipe includes the mixing of ingredients directly in the fermenter. 
Based on our experience we would like to suggest you a different but equally 
effective procedure that for many people is more comfortable and less tiring. 
All you need is a large pot: bring to boil 2 liters of water, pour 1 kg of sugar and stir. 
When sugar has dissolved, add the malt previously heated in a bain-marie and stir. 
At this point pour the wort into the fermenter, add cold water until it reaches the 23 
liter mark and stir vigorously. Continue as indicated in point 5.

We suggest you use bottled mineral water: even though it is more expensive it 
is perfect for brewing as it guarantees the absence of chlorine. In case you use tap 
water, we suggest you to boil it for about 30 minutes before use or to leave it in an 
open container for at least 12 hours in order to allow chlorine to evaporate.

To obtain a beer that is soft on the nose and warm on the palate, add acacia 
honey (200-300 g) in addition to the sugar: dissolve it in a little hot water and 
pour it in the fermenter together with the malt.

Remember never to reuse the water with which you heated the malt in a 
bain-marie because having been in contact with the jar it could be contaminated.

PRIMING (point 8.1)

Instead of sugar, you could use ‘’carbonation drops’’.
They are practical sugar and glucose based confectionery for a quick and 
easy priming. The advantages are many: they dissolve faster than granulated 
sugar, improve aroma and flavor. This is the best method to carbonate beer!

Before you start bottling make sure you have enough bottles and caps for the 
entire crush.

The ideal bottles are those made of dark glass: we suggest those specific bottles 
for beer of 33, 50 and 66 cl or those for sparkling wine of 75 cl. Bottles with ceramic 
clips cap are also excellent. 
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Tips 
& 

Tricks

BOTTLING (point 9)

How to use...
... the capper had to lift?
1. Position the levers upward to facilitate access to the bushing.
2. Insert the crown cap inside the bushing to contact the magnet.
3. Place the capsuling machine with the cap on the mouth of the bottle, firmly   
 resting on a solid surface.
4. Simultaneously push down both levers until the cap is completely closed.
5. Bring the levers back up again by rotating them together without lifting the bottle 
 from the plane.

...the hammer capper?
1. Place the crown cap on the mouth of the bottle.
2. Place the capsuling machine on the stopper.
3. Use a hammer to apply the necessary pressure to ensure the cap is sealed.
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How can I increase the alcohol content of my beer?
Simply add more sugar!
The yeast will activate the fermentation of this additional sugar resulting in an 
increase of alcohol by volume.
It is better to use dry malt extract (DME) as a source of sugar because it increases 
the alcoholic concentration without increasing the overall sweetness of beer. 
As an alternative it could be substituted with dextrose, as it has a better solubility 
therefore it is uniformly distributed, avoids residuals, ensures a clearer result, light 
body and dry taste, keeping foam longer. If you love beers with an intense and 
strong character, replace it with an intensifier: a mix of dextrose, maltodextrin and, 
in some cases, dry malt which maximize the taste, body and consistency of your 
home made beer.
It is important to remember that yeast will only be able to effectively ferment a 
certain amount of additional sugar, here are some examples:

• 500g of DME will increase the ABV plus or minus 0.5%.
• 1 kg of DME will increase the ABV more or less by 1%.
• 500g of brown sugar will increase the ABV plus or minus 0.9%.
• 500 g of maple syrup will increase the ABV plus or minus 0.7%.
• 1 kg of honey will increase ABV more or less by 0.7%.

Why is the initial density lower than expected?
There are 3 possible causes: 
• You added too much water in the recipe.
• You did not properly stir the wort after adding the water; this will leave all the 
sugars at the bottom of the fermenter causing the top density to be too low.
• The wort was either too cold or too hot when you took the measurement. 
Densimeters are calibrated to take readings when the wort is at a certain temperature 
(usually 20 °C) so if it is colder or warmer the result may not be accurate.

How long can I preserve my beer?
As long as it has not oxidized after being bottled or racked in the keg, it will keep 
for several months. Many styles even How long will my beer keep? improve with 
extended aging.

How do I know if my beer has started fermenting?
A compact foam should form on the surface, usually within 24 hours of yeast 
inoculation. This is absolutely normal and actually protects the beer during 
fermentation. The best way to check how the fermentation is progressing is to take 
a reading with a densimeter and see if the value is lower than the initial density. 
If the beer has not started fermenting after 48 hours, check if it is at the correct 
temperature and if necessary, take care of it. If the temperature is correct then you 
will need to inoculate more yeast.

FREQUENT 
QUESTIONS
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STERILIZE BOTTLES  
Insert the bottle in the nozzle provided and press from the top to the bottom and 
vice versa. The sanitizing product that you have previously inserted in the sterilizer 
will enter the bottle to sanitize it.

DRAIN... WITH BOTTLE DRAINER
45, 81, 90 seats, swivel, fixed, vertical, horizontal... you’re spoilt for choice!

Art.15351

Art.15235Art.15255

Art.15261Art.41551 - 41601 - 41611

Art.41180

Art.15181

Art.15211 Art.41621

Here are some articles that might interest you.

THIRSTY FOR 
ACCESSORIES?

 

Modo d’impiego 

   

Posizionare l’avvinatore su un piano o sullo scolabottiglie, immettere circa 0,3 lt. del liquido di 
lavaggio prescelto ed inserire il collo della bottiglia sull’ugello. Premere 2/3 volte con dei colpi 
rapidi e decisi per realizzare un ciclo completo di funzionamento. 
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WARM UP WITH THE HEATING BAND
Temperature is very important during all phases of production and fermentation.
In case of high temperatures we suggest you to soak the container in cold water. 
While if you need to increase the temperature, place the container in a warm 
environment or, alternatively, buy the Ferrari Group heating band.

TANKS FOR ALL TASTES
Blow, lung, with or without automatic tap. If you want some advice, choose the 
QUICK START: the decanter with quick connection, with extension, stop valve and 
antifoam.

Art.22170 Art.22180

Art.45460

1

2

3

THIRSTY FOR 
ACCESSORIES?
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TAP AS YOU WILL NOT AS YOU CAN!
Manual capsuling machines with two levers, manual column, ... and if you have 
made a little ‘stock to drink with friends do not waste any more time. Look for the 
electric capping machine ERCOLE: quiet, practical, attractive design will help you 
defeat the “fatigue” of capping the countless bottles of your favorite beer.

THIRSTY FOR 
ACCESSORIES?

Art.17570 Art.41710 Art.66620

All the items contained in the Ferrari Group kit 
are available as spare parts. 

Ask your trusted dealer or visit 
www.ferrarigroup.com 

to discover the accessories dedicated to homebrewers that 
will allow you to devote yourself to your passion with greater 

simplicity, speed and enthusiasm.



Make (the best choice for) 
your beer!


